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Multi-Store Model

Developed by Atkinson & Shiffrin as a cognitive
explanation of memory.The model explains
memory through biological means; explaining
how information flows through a series of
storage systems with three permanent
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structures in memory. Each stage differs in
terms of coding, capacity and duration.
Sensory Register (SR)
The SR is not under cognitive control, but is an
automatic response to the reception of sensory
information by the sense organs and is the first
storage system within the multi-store model. All
information contained within LTM will have
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Echoic Store - Auditory Information
Iconic Store - Visual Information
Haptic Store -Tactile Information

Short Term Memory

Gustatory Store - Taste Information

STM temporarily stores information received

Olfactory Store - Smell Information

from the SR. It is an active (changing) memory
system, as it contains information currently

The Sensory Register
Coding

Capacity

being thought about. STM differs from LTM
especially in terms of coding, capacity and

Duration

duration and how information is forgotten.
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Short Term Memory
Coding

Capacity

Short Term Memory (cont)
Duration
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Long Term Memory (cont)

Long Term Memory (cont)
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